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Abstract—With the emergence of the Internet of Things
(IoT) vision, RFID technology has attracted more and more
interests from many industries. In the EPCglobal standard
which standardizes RFID architectural framework and interfaces,
the Electronic Product Code Information System (EPCIS) -
the repository in the RFID network - plays a pivotal role
in storing dynamic and historical RFID trajectory data, well-
tailored to supply chain applications. However, in the IoT era,
EPCIS should be capable of storing a large amount of real-
time and continuous time-series RFID data in a scalable manner.
Therefore, in this paper, we analyze the requirements and current
design of EPCIS and report current limitations of SQL-based
approaches for IoT applications. To cope with these limitations,
we explore a NoSQL-based approach for EPCIS in the IoT and
propose a column-family-based data model and customization for
Cassandra-based EPCIS. Using real-world implementation, we
also conduct a performance comparison between MySQL and
Cassandra in different deployment scenarios (i.e., physical and
virtual machines). As a result, we show the benefits of using
Cassandra datastore for EPCIS in the IoT in terms of response
time, throughput, and flexibility.

Keywords—RFID, EPCglobal Network, EPCIS, performance,
cloud computing, NoSQL.

I. INTRODUCTION

The lowering costs and increasing sophistication of RFID
(Radio-Frequency Identification) tags coupled with the emer-
gence of the EPCglobal Class 1 Gen 2 standard have led to
significant and renewed interest in this technology [1], [2].
Besides acting as an alternative to bar-codes for automatic
identification of objects, each one with its own EPC (Electronic
Product Code), RFID is considered one of the key tech-
nologies for industrial and commercial activities [1], [3], [4].
For instance, supply chain, retail, transportation, healthcare,
baggage processing, access control and wireless commerce are
examples of areas where RFID entrance grows day-by-day [5].
Thus, EPCglobal supports the responsible development and
implementation of both EPC and RFID technologies.

To accomplish this, EPCglobal presents a framework of
components for enabling the IoT that covers aspects such
as filtering and aggregation of RFID data, reader configura-
tion, name service and persistent storage and sharing of tag
events [6]. With these components, it is possible to build
IoT applications like indoor continuous object tracking and

management at an individual object level. For instance, in
RFID-based personal objects and friends tracking applications
[7], there may exist battery-powered active tags and batteryless
passive tags, and either tags may be attached to individual
persons and everyday objects [7], [8]; thus, a number of RFID
events will be generated and stored in a particular hotspot
within a certain time span. Later, users may want to see their
daily route or to look for temporary missing personal items.

In doing so, rather than using proprietary communication
interfaces, employing standard-based ones is favoured to en-
able globally interoperable data sharing. In this regard, EPC
information services (EPCIS) defines standard interfaces to
capture dynamic EPC-related data (i.e., time-series EPCIS
events) as well as static EPC information (e.g., interpretation
of EPC ID for human-readable format) to a repository as well
as query it [9], which allows sharing of the RFID data (i.e.,
EPCIS events) within and across enterprises.

However, in order to realize EPCIS for the IoT, since
EPCIS was originally designed to store RFID events in supply
chain management, it is important to take into account the
following RFID application characteristics [7], [8]. (1) EPCIS
should be capable of processing a large amount of RFID data,
leading to continuous insertions of time-series EPCIS events.
Sometimes, insertions may happen more frequently than query
operations. (2) The use of flexible extension fields (e.g.,
user-defined attributes for an EPCIS Event) is required. For
instance, accommodating sensory data with EPCIS events may
no longer be optional but rather mandatory (e.g., WISP [10],
EPC Sensor Network [11]). Furthermore, since types of sen-
sors may be diverse, EPCIS needs to be capable of flexibly
processing diverse types of sensors with EPCIS events. Indeed,
the EPCIS standard defines extension points to add more
data field into EPCIS events. (3) Dominating inquiries about
EPCIS events are trajectory information which is comprised
of a temporal ordering of RFID events. Considering these
characteristics, EPCIS should be carefully designed.

In this regard, so far, EPCIS has been implemented with
relational databases. For example, in [12], [13], [14], they de-
sign a data model for storing RFID events based on relational
databases (e.g., MySQL). However, relational databases are
not designed from the ground up for scalability and robustness.
This weakness results in the lack of capability to handle
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real-time RFID data from the IoT world, in which data is
produced in a high volume and a rapid velocity. Moreover,
relational databases usually go with fixed schemas which make
it hard to handle a variety of data, thus restrict the ability to
extract meaningful knowledge from data. The limitations make
relational databases unsuitable for EPCIS in the IoT.

In this paper, we propose a new approach based on NoSQL
for EPCIS in the IoT. In consideration of RFID application
characteristics mentioned above, we adopt Cassandra based on
a column-family model because Cassandra efficiently supports
fast write (e.g., insertion) operations, time series data, flexible
schemas, and trigger operations, well fitting into the RFID-
based application scenarios. In addition, since Cassandra is
a horizontally scalable system that can be geographically dis-
persed, EPCIS can benefit from its scalable features. To enable
EPCIS with Cassandra datastore, we illustrate why Cassandra
is suitable as EPCIS datastore and propose a column-family-
based data model for EPCIS where a column-family model is
completely different from the traditional relational data model
[12], [13], [14]. In addition to this, we describe how diverse
query operations can be supported by Cassandra-based EPCIS.

To evaluate our approach, we implement the proposed
column-family-based data model in the Fosstrak EPCIS.
Through a Fosstrack test framework and a set of EPCIS
conformance tests, we confirm that our EPCIS data model, and
query and capture operations have equivalent functionality with
traditional relation databases (e.g., MySQL) while providing
a convenient way for scalable EPCIS with improved perfor-
mance. We also conduct a performance comparison between
MySQL and Cassandra. The evaluation considers an analysis
on three perspectives: (i) capture and query EPCIS operations;
(ii) physical and virtual environments; (iii) single and multi-
clients. Through these evaluations, we show that Cassandra-
based EPCIS is feasible for IoT applications.

The remainder of this paper will be organized as fol-
lows. We first outline related works in Section II. Section
III presents the background concepts of EPCIS considering
NoSQL. The data modelling of EPCIS with Cassandra is
presented in Section IV. Section V explains the evaluation
methodology, and presents the hardwares and softwares used
for the evaluation. The results of SQL and NoSQL, in physical
and virtual deployments, on read and write EPCIS operations
are discussed in Section VI. Concluding remarks are presented
in Section VII, emphasizing scientific contributions of this
research.

II. RELATED WORKS

To efficiently store and query RFID data, different data
model and storage schemes have been proposed in several
researches [12], [13], [14], [15]. Lee et al [13] presents a
processing method for massive amount of RFID data in supply
chain management. They focus on tracking and analyzing the
flow of products with a storage scheme able to run efficiently
on a Relational Database Management System. Wilfred[15]
contributes to the analysis of product and logistic information
at several abstraction levels such as items, time and locations
using SQL query language. An extended temporal RFID data
model in [14] provides support on querying physical objects
in RFID-based applications. RFID applications’ characteristics

are investigated, and classified into a set of basic scenarios to
integrate into real-world situations. And a data model focusing
on event-based EPCIS repository is proposed in [12] for
enormous incoming stream handling and efficient data query.
The authors employ object-oriented concepts to build the event
generalization hierarchy; thus simplifying the process of new
events specialization as well as event history inquiry. However,
these works primarily aim to enhance EPCIS for supply chain,
thus still remain aforementioned limitations in the IoT context.

Considering the scope of EPCIS, Guinard et al. [5] com-
bines cloud computing, REST and Mashups to simplify RFID
application development and deployment. Their motivation is
based on the fact that the deployments of IoT infrastructures
remains complex and expensive. Guinard et al. [5] employs
Amazon EC2 platform to execute virtual machines. Before
that, they created a template (Amazon Machine Image, or
AMI) with the full 13 components from Fosstrak that served
to instantiate VMs in the cloud afterwards. Not addressing the
ECPglobal standard, [16], [17], [2] offers the IoT demands
on the cloud. Fox, Kamburugamuve and Hartman developed
a cloud-compatible open source messaging system and ex-
tendible API named IoTCloud to allow developers to write
scalable high performance IoT and sensor-centric applica-
tions [16]. Their solution consists of an IoTCloud Controller,
a Message Broker, a sensor and an application.

Analyzing the contemplated related works, we observe the
gap addressed in this paper: research on a new kind of database
for EPCIS that can integrate with the Internet infrastructure
(i.e., cloud computing) and evaluate EPCIS performance with
the new database by contrasting it with relational databases. At
cloud perspective, Guinard et al. [5] also models EPCIS com-
ponents in a virtual machine. Nevertheless, [5] only considers
the MySQL implementation from Fosstrak, focusing on cloud
functionality rather than investigating new database utilization
in a distributed manner.

In summary, relational databases use fixed table structures
and offer the ability to select data from these tables with
a structured query language. Using JOIN operations, it is
possible to select data that spans multiple tables [18]. A
relational database typically scales well in a vertical manner,
i.e., by upgrading the single server it runs on. To overcome
these limitations, NoSQL has emerged to deal with new
challenges that relational databases fail to address efficiently.
These challenges include how a database can dynamically
support rapidly growing number of concurrent users, how it
can accommodate any new types of data and support dynamic
scaling. In this regard, we explore features of several NoSQL
datastores and EPCIS data characteristics and adopt Cassandra
for EPCIS.

III. BACKGROUND

This Section describes EPCIS with its position in EPC-
global architecture and how EPCIS can benefit from NoSQL.

A. EPCglobal Architecture

EPCglobal defines a full protocol stack to enable item-level
data sharing of products that move in the whole supply chain.
Fig. 1 depicts the EPCglobal architecture and its components.
The components can be organized into identity, capture and
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exchange parts [6]. The identity portion contains standards
for the identification of tags and the translation of tag data.
The capture portion contains the standards for filtering and
collection of the tag data. The exchange portion contains
standards for storing and sharing collected and filtered EPC
product data, and also plays the main role in products tracing.

Accessing
Application

EPCIS 
Capturing

Application

EPC Information
Services (EPCIS)

Filtering and
Collecttion (ALE)

Reader Device

Local ONS

EPCIS 
Discovery
Service

Root ONS

RFID 
transponder

ONS Interface

Query interface

RegistrationPointer

Pointer

LLRP,
Reader

Management (RM)

LLRP

Query Callback

Query Control

Capture Interface

Air Interface

ALE Interface

Logical 
Reader

EPC Event 
Data 

Repository

Fig. 1. Overview of the main components of the EPC Network architecture

Particularly, an EPCIS provides a standard interface for
access and persistent storage of Electronic Product Code data.
Technically, the role of EPCIS in the EPCglobal architecture is
to provide a repository for EPCIS event and master data [19].
Event data refers to data arising when business processes are
carried out and master data is additional data providing the
necessary context for interpretation of the event data. While
Discovery Service, ONS and EPCIS are upper components
dealing with location or storage of EPC data, Reader Device
and ALE are lower components that work and interpret with
raw EPC data [20].

ALE, in turn, filters and collects raw tag reads over time
intervals delimited by events defined by business applications,
also named EPCIS Capturing Application. By doing so, ALE
prevents the network and applications overload. ALE is general
enough to accommodate not only RFID tags but also other
kinds of data carriers like bar codes, OCR text and human
keyboard inputs. EPCIS Capturing Application recognizes the
business-logic oriented events based on the business regu-
lations and policies through Filtering and Collection (ALE)
interface. Thus, EPCIS Capturing Application delivers those
events as EPCIS data. It may carry out specific actions, such as
tags data read/write operations as well as reader devices control
in the EPC identity phase. EPCIS Capturing Application can
be seen as a client that captures ALE events writing them to
EPCIS reposit.

B. EPCIS and NoSQL Databases

In term of data model, NoSQL can be classified into four
different groups [21]:

(i) Key-Value Stores: A database system that stores data as
keys and associated values. Query is performed against
keys, not values, and limited to exact matches.

TABLE I. EPCIS REQUIREMENTS AND HOW CASSANDRA ADDRESSES

EACH ITEM

EPCIS requirements Cassandra NoSQL database

Distributed database for
scalability purposes

Highly scalable and highly available with no single
point of failure, may be even deployed across multiple
datacenters.

Write operation is
needed much more than
read

Compared to other NoSQL systems [21], Cassandra
offers a very high throughput for write operations and
a good read throughput

Support for EPCIS
events with optional
fields

Flexible schema

High frequency of ac-
cessing recent data and
range query of time

With an appropriate data model, columns for each
period in time-series are sorted in sequence to disk and
time range-query can be retrieved efficiently without
huge I/O cost.

(ii) Document Stores: A database system that stores data in
a structured format of key-value pairs called documents
such as XML and JSON. A document is identified via
a unique key that represents that document and does not
need to share the same structure, hence Document stores
can be seen as Key-Document stores. However, unlike
Key-Value stores, Document databases support query for
keys and contents (elements) of documents.

(iii) Column-Family Stores: A database system that stores
data in column families as rows that have many columns
associated with a row key. Column-Family stores define
how the data is structured on disk and keep data sorted
effectively.

(iv) Graph Databases: A database system that allows users to
model entities, and relationships as a graph containing
a collection of vertices and edges. Graph databases are
useful when we are more interested in data relationships
than the data itself.

Considering the Fosstrack EPCglobal implementation, we
study the possibility to apply a NoSQL repository for EPCIS.
Among four categories of NoSQL, document and column-
family stores are suitable for EPCIS, as they are capable of
managing EPCIS semi-structured data. One key feature of
EPCIS is that it works with EPCIS events which are time-
series data generated by RFID readers. In particular, when
it comes to IoT applications like indoor object tracking and
management, write operations to EPCIS happen frequently.
Moreover, EPCIS events may contain extension fields which
can vary according to contents of user memory bank in RFID
tags, which means extension fields cannot be fixed by a pre-
defined structure of data schema. Considering these require-
ments, Cassandra characteristics are well suited for EPCIS in
the IoT. Cassandra features that meet EPCIS requirements are
summarized in Table I.

IV. COLUMN-FAMILY DATA MODEL AND OPERATIONS

Column-family data model is completely different from re-
lational data model. Hence, this section is devoted to presenting
our proposed column-family data model for EPCIS. We first
explain Cassandra data model for better understanding of the
proposed data model.

A. Cassandra Data Model

Cassandra is well known for large social networking
projects such as Facebook, Twitter, AddThis, and An-
swers.com. It features a column-oriented data store capable
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of almost infinite scale with no single point of failure. At the
top level, Cassandra offers an abstraction of keyspace, which
means a container of application data performing a role similar
to a schema in relational databases. Inside the keyspace are
one or more column families, which are analogous to tables.
Column families contain many rows, each row has a row key
and an arbitrary number of columns. Although the rows have
the same set of columns, they are not required to have all of
the columns predefined at design time. A column is a tuple
containing a name, a value, a timestamp and a time-to-live
(optional for data coming with expiration date). Fig. 2 shows
the data model units in Cassandra.

Keyspace
Column Family

ColumnRow key …ColumnColumn

ColumnRow key …ColumnColumn

ColumnRow key …ColumnColumn

…

Column Family

ColumnRow key …ColumnColumn

ColumnRow key …ColumnColumn

ColumnRow key …ColumnColumn

…

Fig. 2. Cassandra Data Unit

B. Modelling EPCIS Events

We develop an EPCIS with Cassandra to realize some
fundamental scenarios arise from the IoT world. The new
EPCIS for the IoT utilizes EPCIS Event and Masterdata to
answer some interesting questions such as tracking history of
items, looking up for the latest event embracing items, listing
all current items at a given location or monitoring surrounding
environment status of items. Masterdata is additional data
which exists to support interpretation of EPCIS Event. Since
it usually deals with static data and must be responsible for
recursive relationships (i.e., direct or indirect descendants)
among entities, we adopt relational database (e.g., MySQL)
for efficient manipulation of the data. In order to model EPCIS
Event, we have to carefully identify some frequent queries
and work backward from there to a model in Cassandra.
There is an observation that in the EPCIS for the IoT, query
frequently relates to EPC, location and time range. For sim-
plicity, we describe the model of EPC ObjectEvent and EPC
AggregationEvent which are essential to describe related data
of an item. Particularly, ObjectEvent is used to store events
pertaining to an EPC as it moves through different locations
- from birth (ADD) through midlife (OBSERVE) to death
(DELETE) (e.g., an item is detected (OBSERVE) at the room
#405 at time T); whereas AggregationEvent is used to store
events pertaining to a physical aggregation of child EPCs
to a parent EPC (e.g., an item is added to a smart fridge
at time T). Two other EPCIS Events (e.g., TransactionEvent
and QuantityEvent) share the same approach as ObjectEvent.
Therefore, we describe data models of the two EPCIS events:
ObjectEvent and AggregationEvent.

For ObjectEvent, a column family called ObjectEvent is
introduced; which given an EPC key, it provides a listing of
ObjectEvents sorted by EventTime. Mapping to the Cassandra
model unit, a row of ObjectEvent column family is illustrated
in Fig.3. Note that the column family as well as other EPCIS
Event column families have a similarity on the aspect of
flexibility. Specifically, the number of columns and the data

stored in them vary freely without the need of a pre-defined
schema as in relational databases.

EPC:
EventTime

Action

Value

EPCList

Value

ReadPoint

Value

Biz 
Location

Value

Record 
Time

Value
…

Fig. 3. ObjectEvent Column Family

The use of (EPC:EventTime) as a row key indicates that
EPC is the partitioner (different rows might be distributed to
different nodes in a Cassandra cluster based on their hash
values) and EventTime is the Column Comparator (Column
name is sorted by EventTime). The row key is added with
extra string YYYYMM implying the year and month the event
occurs. This is by design to limit the number of columns
within one row by splitting EPC relating events of different
months to different rows, thus providing an efficient match to
the frequent interested queries and reducing memory usage.
The ObjectEvent column family is shown in the Fig. 4. In this
column family, columns in one row are sorted in descending
order to provide efficient answers for recent events searches.

EPC|YYYYMM:
EventTime

Action

Value

EPCList

Value

ReadPoint

Value

Biz 
Location

Value

Record 
Time

Value
…

Fig. 4. Practical ObjectEvent Column Family

A separate column family called Location Index (Fig. 5)
holds the information regarding BizLocation and EventTime.
The column family keeps track of all the events happening at
a BizLocation (e.g., a building), thus provides a fast look-up
for the last events occuring at a given place. Note that the
column name itself has the EventTime the column family is
designed to store; therefore there is no need to use a column
value. This approach helps to minimize bandwidth usage and
latency during queries.

BBizLocation

20130920 
212030 …

20130920 
192030

20130920 
102030

20130919 
232030

Fig. 5. ObjectEvent Location Index Column Family

Unlike ObjectEvent, Fig. 6 models AggregationEvent con-
taining ParentID in the row key, allowing efficient search
for events of a given ParentID. An example from the IoT
world can be when we choose AggregationEvent to define an
action of putting a set of items in the ChildEPC field into a
particular container (i.e., ParentID), then queries for all current
items inside this container can easily be answered through this
column family given the container EPC ID. However, as far
as inquires about individual items are concerned, it cannot
be supported by the AggregationEvent column family. This
is because secondary index on column of collection types is
not supported (i.e., unable to create a built-in index for each
EPC ID in the ChildEPC column). Therefore, individual item
queries in Cassandra cannot be supported unless each EPC ID
of the ChildEPC column are separately stored. To enable this,
we introduce a ChildEPC Index column family in Fig. 7 to
keep track of the aggregation event and its child EPC IDs. For
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each EPC ID inside the ChildEPC column, we may perform
a set of continuous insertions into ChildEPC Index column
family and then complete a capture operation. However, this
may take a long time, incurring client to wait for completion
of a capture operation. To mitigate this, we employ trigger
operations supported by Cassandra to automatically maintain
the ChildEPC Index column family. Again, ChildEPC Index’s
column value is ignored to reduce bandwidth usage, thus
enhance performance inside Cassandra.

ParentID|YYYYMM:
EventTime

Action

Value

ChildEPCs

Value

ReadPoint

Value

Biz 
Location

Value

Record 
Time

Value
…

Fig. 6. AggregationEvent Column Family

ChildEPC|YYYYMM: 
EventTime

ParentID
1

ParentID
2

ParentID
3

ParentID
4

ParentID
5 …

Fig. 7. ChildEPC Index Column Family

The relationship between column families ObjectEvent and
Location Index can be handled by a trigger illustrated in Fig.
8. Typically whenever a new row is stored in the ObjectEvent, a
part of its data is extracted and saved in the Location Index, so
are the operations for AggregationEvent and ChildEPC Index.
The use of triggers here reduces overall application response
time by moving the execution of sub-operations to the inside
of Cassandra, while maintaining an eventual consistency.

Fig. 8. Location Index Trigger Sequence

C. Query event data with EPCIS Data Model

Based on the EPCIS data model, we explain the two steps
to retrieve events to answer a query. First, EPCIS needs to
parse the query and determines whether one or multiple col-
umn families are required. Second, EPCIS executes appropriate
commands towards each column family involved and processes
the results for a final answer. Typically Cassandra exposes key-
value store in a way that given a row key, a set of respective
columns is returned. By applying Cassandra secondary index
on a column value, a query that does not consist of a row key
can be served as well. Let us examine a simple query that
finds the most recent ObjectEvent happening at a location.
Fig. 9 depicts the queries sequence EPCIS needs to perform
to answer the query. Because the query parameters do not
contain the EPC of an item, performing a key lookup directly
from only ObjectEvent column family is impractical. Indeed,
EPCIS Query Interface needs to contact two column families.

It first looks up the latest EventTime in Location Index given
a BizLocation. Then it uses BizLocation built-in index of
ObjecEvent column family in combination with the obtained
EventTime to get the final result. In case further conditions
are added to the query, EPCIS is responsible for filtering the
result accordingly.

Fig. 9. Example of Query Sequence

Another practical example is a query about the last observa-
tion of items in a particular container. This query is meaningful
in the IoT world in the context that allows user to track all
current items inside a container (e.g., list all items currently
inside a smart fridge). Since the AggregationEvent sorts events
based on EventTime in descending order, providing a container
ID (i.e., the row key) and result limitation of one will return
only the latest event.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT

We have developed a standard-compatible EPCIS datastore
using Cassandra based on an open-source implementation
made by Fosstrak. Also we have implemented a set of con-
formance test framework and confirmed that Cassandra-based
EPCIS could support all necessary EPCIS operations.

For experiments, we used two client applications such as
Accessing (e.g., query EPCIS Events) and Capturing (e.g.,
insert EPCIS Events) applications and configured EPCIS to
work as a server. Fig. 10 depicts client-server organization we
deploy for our tests. Table II lists the hardware and table III
lists the software we use for the evaluation. Moreover, we use
CloudStack1 4.1.1 and XenServer2 6.0.2 as a hypervisor of
virtual machines. The specification of Cloud components are
described in Table IV. In both virtual and physical deployment,
EPCIS web application stays on the same machine with
its database. The virtual execution modeling comprises an
EPCIS running inside a VM while the client remains outside
the cloud. The physical modeling organizes EPCIS executing
directly above the native operating system, without any kind
of virtualization.

TABLE II. HARDWARE

Server PM Server VM Client

CPU Type Intel Core i5 AMD Opteron Intel Core i7

No. of CPU
core

4 6 8

Speed per core 3.0 GHz 2.0 GHz 2.8 GHz

Memory 8 GB 8 GB 8 GB

Network 100Mbps 100Mbps 100Mbps

1http://cloudstack.apache.org
2http://www.xenserver.org
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TABLE III. SOFTWARE

Server Client

OS
Ubuntu 12.04 64bit (PM) &
Ubuntu 10.04 64bit (VM)

Windows 7 64bit

JDK Oracle 7u45 Oracle 7u7

Cassandra Apache Cassandra 2.0.3 Datastax 2.0.0-rc2

MySQL Community Server 5.6.15 MySQL Connector 5.1.22

Tomcat 7.0.47 N/A

TABLE IV. CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE

CloudStack Management
Server

Hypervisor Server

CPU Type Intel Core i5 AMD Opteron

No. of CPU
core

4 48

Speed per core 3.0 GHz 2.0 GHz

Total Memory 8 GB 200 GB

Network 100Mbps 100Mbps

ClientClient

CloudStack infrastructure

CloudStack 
Management 

Server

Hypervisor 
Host with 

XenServerAccessing 
Application 

EPCIS
Server

Capturing 
Application

Read
Operations

Write
Operations

(a)

Accessing 
Application 

Capturing 
Application

Read
Operations

Write
Operations

(b)

Virtual 
Machine 

with 
EPCIS 
Server

Physical Resource Virtual Resource

Fig. 10. Client-server scenarios: (a) Physical resources ; (b) Virtualized
EPCIS server

Our database (SQL and NoSQL) and resource deployment
(physical and virtual) scenarios will be evaluated by combining
three aspects: (i) operation type; (ii) number of operations and;
(iii) number of concurrent clients.

(i) Operation type
There are two kind of operations to EPCIS:
- Capture operation: An EPCIS ObjectEvent containing
EventTime, EPCList, Action, BizStep, ReadPoint, Bi-
zLocation and RecordTime is sent to EPCIS Capture
Interface by a capture client. EPCIS then writes the event
to database
- Query operation: A poll consists of an EPC, Ob-
jectEvent type and a begin and end EventTime is sent
to EPCIS Query Interface by a query client. EPCIS then
reads events from database to answer the query.

(ii) Number of operations
In single client test, one client invokes multiple consecu-
tive operations to EPCIS. In multi client test, many clients
concurrently connect to EPCIS, each client performs
multiple operations. We execute these operations after
a data set of 50 thousand ObjectEvent is populated to
database.

(iii) Concurrent clients
We employ a stress test platform nGrinder3 to simulate
concurrent clients of EPCIS. nGrinder consists of two
components: controller and agent. Testing scripts are
managed by the controller and once a test runs, these

3http://www.nhnopensource.org/ngrinder

scripts will be distributed to agents. Agents in turn, create
virtual users based on configuration and generate loads
for a target server. In our test, Jython capture and query
clients are developed. The former creates an ObjectEvent
and sends it to EPCIS Capture Interface via HTTP POST
method. The latter creates a Poll and communicates with
EPCIS Query Interface via SOAP over HTTP.

VI. EVALUATION RESULTS

This section evaluates the performance of the EPCIS with
Cassandra, by providing several comparisons between Cassan-
dra and MySQL. Experiments demonstrates how employing
Cassandra for EPCIS improves the overall response time
and throughput. The results are classified into four different
categories:

• A single client with multiple capture operations (sec-
tion VI-A)

• A single client with multiple query operations (section
VI-B)

• Multiple clients with multiple capture operations (sec-
tion VI-C)

• Multiple clients with multiple query operations (sec-
tion VI-D)

For each category, the results are presented for both physical
machine (PM) and virtual machine (VM). The response time
shown in these experiments is end-to-end, including both
communication and processing time.

A. Single client, Multiple capture operations

Fig. 11(a) and 12(a) show the performance of a single client
generating multiple capture operations on physical and virtual
environments respectively. It can be observed from the figures
that Cassandra outperforms MySQL on both environments. In
addition, Cassandra and MySQL results are stable over time in
contrast with the high response time at initial step due to the
fact that establising a TCP connection at the beginning takes
some time. MySQL in physical machine (PM) is three times
slower than Cassandra PM. However, with XEN virtualization,
the response time of Cassandra in virtual machine (VM) gets
closer to MySQL in PM when the number of operations
increases.

B. Single client, Multiple query operations

Fig. 11(b) and 12(b) present the performance of a single
client generating multiple query operations. Again, there is
an overall trend of decrease in response time, due to the
fact that establishing a TCP connection takes some time.
Cassandra shows better performance on both physical server
and virtual machine, because EPC is designed to be a row
key in Cassandra column family, and query by row key can
be served very fast. Cassandra PM is nearly twelve times
faster than MySQL PM, while the corresponding ratio in VM
is approximately ten times. In the query case, MySQL is
considerably more affected by virtualization than Cassandra.
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Fig. 11. Performance Evaluation on Physical Machine

C. Multiple clients, Multiple capture operations

Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 11(d) examines how increasing number
of capture clients affects response time and throughput of
EPCIS on physical environment. Overall, Cassandra PM has
better results with four times higher throughput and lower
response time. While the throughput of EPCIS remains steady
with the increasing number of clients, the response time
linearly increases. It is mainly due to the increasing of waiting
time inside Web server. In Web server, when there is no avail-
able thread to handle HTTP requests, these requests have to
wait in a Web server queue. In addition, increasing processing
times of database with multiple concurrent users also results
in higher response times. It can be observed that the response
time of MySQL PM jumps faster than Cassandra’s one, given
300 concurrent clients, there is a threefold difference in their
response times.

Fig. 12(c) and Fig. 12(d) show the corresponding figures in
virtual environment. In contrast with the physical deployment,
Cassandra VM has a slightly worse result than MySQL VM
from 30 to 300 clients. At 300 concurrent users, Cassandra
has 8% difference in response time and about 2% difference
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Fig. 12. Performance Evaluation on Virtual Machine

in throughput compared to MySQL. Since there is a different
trend between physical and virtual environment, we contend
Cassandra write operations do not fit well with XEN virtual-
ization.

D. Multiple clients, Multiple query operations

Fig. 11(e) and Fig. 11(f) show how the query results
change when the number of clients grows from 30 to 300
in physical deployment. Cassandra is very good in this test.
While Cassandra’s response time stays steady around 30ms,
MySQL’s one increases very fast from more than 1800ms with
30 clients to nearly 21000ms with 300 clients. It is mainly
because looking up for a row key is very fast in Cassandra,
compared to an expensive JOIN operation within MySQL
when it comes to a large number of rows in tables. MySQL’s
throughput is fairly stable, below 20 operations per second.
Cassandra’s one increases fast from 30 to 150 clients, then
remains steady afterwards.

In virtual environment, Fig. 12(e) and Fig. 12(f) illustrates
the query performance of Cassandra and MySQL. Overall,
there is a similar trend with physical deployment. The response
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time of Cassandra is like a constant compared to the fast linear
increase in MySQL response time. Given 300 concurrent users,
answer to a query of events with EPC within a fixed time
range takes more than one minute. In this test, Cassandra’s
throughput reaches about 105 operations per second with 150
clients, and slightly changes afterwards. It is obvious that in
the query test, Cassandra is far better than MySQL on both
environments.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The query and capture results in section VI support the
conclusion that Cassandra outperforms MySQL in physical en-
vironment, which can be easily observed with the high number
of concurrent clients. MySQL shows its weakness in handling
a high volume and high speed of data for which Cassandra was
designed to address. To improve EPCIS performance, it is vital
to leverage Cassandra scalability feature either physically or
virtually. In addition, the Web server in front of Cassandra also
needs to be clustered, enhancing the capability of handling
HTTP requests, hence improving user experience. In other
words, Web server and Cassandra should go hand in hand to
ensure there is no bottleneck between them.

In this paper, we have identified important aspects of
EPCIS for the IoT applications and reported the limitations
of SQL-based approaches. To overcome the limitations, we
have proposed a NoSQL-based approach in order for EPCIS
to be capable of processing many queries and capture op-
erations with a large amount RFID data. To enable this, a
data modelling of EPCIS data with Cassandra has been pro-
posed. From our real-world implementations, we also conduct
a performance comparison between MySQL and Cassandra
and different deployment scenarios (i.e., physical and virtual
machines). As a result, we show that Cassandra-based EPCIS
improves response time, throughput, and flexibility while ef-
ficiently supporting diverse types of EPCIS queries. To the
end, we expect that the Cassandra-based EPCIS can be used
in many IoT applications and helps realization of them.
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